Memory and I/O performance bottlenecks in supercomputing simulations are two key challenges that need to be addressed on the road to Exascale. The recently released byte-addressable persistent non-volatile memory technology from Intel, DCPMM, promises to be an exciting opportunity to break with the status quo, with unprecedented levels of capacity at near-DRAM speeds. In this paper, we explore the potential of DCPMM in the context of highperformance scientific computing using two distinct applications in terms of outright performance, efficiency and usability for both its Memory and App Direct modes. In Memory mode, we show that it is possible to achieve equivalent performance and better efficiency for a CASTEP simulation that struggles with memory capacity limitations on conventional DRAM-only systems without needing to introduce any changes to the application. For IFS, we demonstrate that using a distributed object-store over the NVRAM devices reduces the data contention created in weather forecasting data producer-consumer workflows. In addition to presenting the impact on two applications, we also present results for achievable memory bandwidth performance using STREAM.
INTRODUCTION
Application performance on supercomputers today is often not limited by the capabilities of the processing units, but rather by the systems' ability to feed those processing units with data. The performance characteristics of memory and storage play a key role in bringing the data to the compute, and attempts at filling the latency gap in the hierarchy between main memory (DRAM) and the network attached parallel filesystems include approaches such as burst buffers or SSD storage on the compute nodes [28] . Memory capacity and bandwidth, and I/O performance, can be performance limiting factors on today's systems and are often cited as key challenges to be addressed on the road to Exascale [36] [14] [15] . The recently announced Aurora system, the first Exascale system in the US, will include byte-addressable persistent memory in order to further bridge this latency gap [13] ; it is scheduled to come online in 2022. The technology that has been chosen for the Aurora system is Intel's Optane Data Center Persistent Memory Module (referred to from hereon as DCPMM).
DCPMM was launched as a product on the 2nd April 2019 [7] alongside Intel's Cascade Lake CPUs (needed to support DCPMM) and there is thus far scant information in the public domain on its performance characteristics. The Non-Volatile Systems Laboratory have published basic DCPMM performance measurements based on a range of low-level benchmarks and (primarily) database applications [23] . The potential impact of the persistent memory layer on the performance of traditional high-performance computing applications (as opposed to data-centric enterprise workloads such as in-memory databases) however is not explored and is an important aspect in understanding its potential in the context of Exascale computing.
This paper is the first evaluation of the impact and performance implications of byte-addressable persistent memory, specifically DCPMM, on HPC applications that are significantly memory or I/O bound. More specifically, our contributions include:
• Exploring in detail the different usage scenarios for DCPMM, in particular for applications that are limited by memory capacity or I/O performance on current supercomputer architectures; • Demonstrating the impact of the increased memory capacity of the compute nodes using DCPMM's Memory mode (without changing the application) in terms of runtime, energy and power; • Evaluating the performance impact of modifying an application to use DCPMM's App Direct mode to be able to directly load/store from/to persistent memory; • Quantifying the impact of NUMA effects using the libvmmalloc library in App Direct mode; and • Showing the performance of DCPMM using an established profiling toolchain and the memory-bandwidth benchmark STREAM.
DCPMM -BYTE-ADDRESSABLE PERSISTENT MEMORY
Byte-addressable persistent memory is a form of memory that is both non-volatile (i.e. data persists even after a power cycle) and that tcan at the same time be addressed directly by the CPU through load and store operations. Intel's Optane Data Centre Persistent Memory Module (DCPMM for short) offering is a particular type of byte-addressable persistent memory, based on the 3D XPoint technology. DCPMM is delivered in DIMM form factor (DDR4 socket compatible) and thus the modules sit in the DIMM slots next to the CPU, alongside standard DRAM modules. The CPU's integrated memory controller addresses both the volatile and the non-volatile memory banks equally; note that DCPMM currently relies on Intel's Cascade Lake CPUs with large memory support (model suffix "M"). DCPMM can be operated in two main platform modes (Memory mode and App Direct mode, details below), which can be changed into by rebooting the compute nodes that host the memory. The current generation of DCPMM modules are available in three different sizes (128GB, 256GB and 512GB), which gives a ∼5-10x increase in capacity (per module) over DDR4 DRAM. Although DCPMM is slower than DRAM, it delivers much higher memory capacity per node than is possible with a DRAM-only solution. DCPMM cannot replace DRAM entirely: each memory channel (there are 6 per CPU with two DIMMs slots each) must be populated with at least one DRAM DIMM.
DCPMM Memory mode
In Memory mode, also known as two-level memory mode, the byte-addressable persistent memory is transparent to applications and represents the main memory space, while DRAM effectively becomes the last level cache. In this mode, the persistent properties of the technology are not exploited because coherence between DRAM and persistent memory cannot be guaranteed. Applications do not have to be modified to use the persistent memory in this mode. All data objects are placed into DCPMM by default.
DCPMM App Direct mode
In App Direct mode, also referred to as one-level memory mode, the persistent memory is only accessible via direct load and store operations and its primary use is as very fast byte-addressable nonvolatile local storage. In this mode, applications can only exploit the persistent memory either if they manage it directly or if system software provides an interface (e.g. through a file system that is mounted on the persistent memory).
libvmmalloc
When a compute node is in App Direct mode, it is also possible to use the persistent memory as if it were main DRAM memory by using the libvmmalloc library, which is part of the Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) [11] . PMDK implements SNIA's Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) Programming Model standard [10]. By using libvmmalloc, typically by setting the LD_PRELOAD environment variable, all calls to dynamic memory allocations (e.g. malloc, memalign or free) are intercepted and replaced with persistent memory allocations without the need to modify the application. Instead of placing data structures on the system heap, they are placed into a memory mapped file that resides in persistent memory. Unlike in Memory mode, where all data objects are placed into the nonvolatile memory, using libvmmalloc means that statically allocated objects will remain in DRAM.
Configuring and managing DCPMM
In order to be able to manage the DCPMMs, verify their status and modes, Intel provide a utility called ipmctl [8] . The command line interface tool can be used the check the health and performance of the modules, provision their configuration, and even update their firmware. For example, changing the mode from App Direct to Memory can be achieved using two simple ipmctl commands (first removing the existing setup and then creating a new one): i p m c t l d e l e t e − f −dimm −pcd i p m c t l c r e a t e − f − g o a l MemoryMode =100 An API (libipmctl) is also provided to enable DCPMMs to be managed programmatically. The main limitation of the ipmctl tool is that it requires root level privileges on a system, which makes it impractical for most users. However checking the mode of the DCPMMs can also be done simply by looking at meminfo: c a t / p r o c / meminfo | g r e p MemTotal If this command returns 3120802508 kB on a system that is configured with 3TB of NVRAM per node, the DCPMMs on that node are in Memory mode.
MEMORY & I/O BOTTLENECK USE CASES
In this paper, we evaluate the impact of using byte-addressable persistent memory, specifically DCPMM, on two distinct use case exemplars that represent realistic challenges for supercomputing resources today:
• Firstly, a simulation that requires more memory than is available per core and that must therefore to be run on a large number of nodes to satisfy memory requirements. For this use case, we evaluate a large-memory simulation using the CASTEP materials modelling code (see Section 3.1). • Secondly, a simulation that performs a large amount of I/O, to the point where this becomes a performance limiting factor. Here we use an IFS weather forecasting simulation (see Section 3.2).
The sections below introduce the applications in more detail and describe why their resource demands can be problematic. In addition to the two applications, we also use the STREAM benchmark to establish the baseline memory-bandwidth performance for DCPMM. It is briefly described in Section 3.3.
Large memory use case: CASTEP
CASTEP [17, 22, 27, 31 ] is a leading simulation code for calculating the properties of materials from first principles. Using density functional theory, it can simulate a wide range of material proprieties, including energetics, structures at the atomic level, vibrational properties, and electronic response properties. CASTEP is written in Fortran90, and parallelised with a hybrid MPI and OpenMP scheme. The computational resource demands of CASTEP vary greatly depending on the type of simulation that is undertaken. Two different test cases are used for the experiments in this paper. The first is a small, 32-atom Titanium Nitride (TiN) surface, designed to be run on a small number of cores [4] . Because of its size and short runtime, this test case is well suited to demonstrating the functionality of the performance tools and showing the principles and impact of different system configurations. The second test case is a poly-A DNA simulation with 1356 atoms in a large simulation box [3] . This test requires a large amount of memory per MPI process, and we use it here as our main example of a simulation that exceeds the memory capacity offered by many HPC systems: on our test system with 34 compute nodes, each with 48 cores and 192GB of main memory (i.e. 4GB of memory per core; for a detailed description see Section 4.1), a fully populated run using 1632 MPI processes fails with "out of memory" errors (see Table 1 ). CASTEP provides its own internal estimator for per process memory requirements -the estimates are not necessarily entirely accurate (they often overestimate the amount of memory that is actually required), however they generally provide a good guideline. In order to fit the problem onto the 34-node system, it is necessary to underpopulate the nodes by reducing the number of MPI processes per node. A hybrid MPI-OpenMP parallelisation scheme was implemented in CASTEP in order to reduce the memory footprint of the application [21] while still being able to use all the cores for at least part of the simulation. Table 1 gives an overview of the memory per process and parallel efficiency rating estimates as computed by CASTEP, together with the runtime for 3 iterations of the self-consistent field (SCF) solver for a range of configurations. As can be seen from the numbers, the memory requirement per process decreases with increasing numbers of nodes, but so does the estimated parallel efficiency of the simulation, and the time to solution does not improve going from 20 to 24 nodes because the simulation does not scale.
I/O intensive use case: IFS
The Integrated Forecast System (IFS) [29] is the main numerical weather prediction application currently used by ECMWF, the European for Medium Range Weather Forecasts [6] , for its daily operational weather forecasts. In four daily forecast cycles, global weather observations and satellite data are assimilated to produce the initial conditions of the atmosphere and oceans, and from there new global weather forecasts are computed up to 15 days ahead. Since these models inherently contain multiple sources of uncertainty, the deterministic high-resolution forecast (IFS HRES) is complemented with a parallel run of 51 probabilistic ensemble (IFS ENS) of forecasts (50 perturbed plus 1 control unperturbed). These models are part of a larger workflow that processes the forecasts and disseminates them to the member-states and worldwide to users of ECMWF data [5] . Importantly, this workflow is time-critical and subject to a strict schedule of data delivery. Any improvement in runtime allows delivery of weather forecasts precious minutes earlier. This is paramount as the value of the data decays rapidly with time (think of energy companies playing on the futures market).
The raw output of the model are fields layered in two-dimensional slices of the atmosphere, covering all of the globe. The HRES uses a reduced Gaussian grid of average spacing of 9km with 137 vertical levels and extends to 10 days, while the ENS average spacing is 18km with 91 vertical levels extending to 15 days. The time resolution is hourly for the first 90 forecast steps, then 3-hourly until 6 days, and 6-hourly there forth. For a detailed characterization of this data set, refer to Table 2 , where a further distinction between the atmospheric and the wave model is presented.
All the model output fields are in a raw form, meaning they still require post-processing to meet the requirements of the data users. This is the responsibility the product generation application (PGEN) which processes the fields written by the model into client-specific products that are then disseminated (pushed) to client destinations world-wide, to a total current amount of 30 TiB per day. In order to meet a very strict delivery schedule, each product generation task is started as soon as the straggler model finishes writing the data for a given forecast step (a time slice) and sends its step complete event to the workflow manager. Each product generation task is a small scale parallel computation, typically using 4 to 8 HPC compute To store the HRES and ENS model output and serve its numerous fields to the PGEN, the data is currently written to a parallel filesystem. The data is stored in an internationally mandated format for weather data interchange, named GRIB [38] . For fast access to each individual field the data is indexed according to an indexing schema to and made accessible as an object by its scientific meta-data. This domain-specific object store for weather and climate data is called the Fields Database (FDB), and has been operational at ECMWF for multiple decades. Version 5 entered operations in 2018.
There are three main factors that compound to make the above workflow challenging: (1) the sheer size of the data sets written by the model HRES/ENS and read by the product generation PGEN as described in Table 2 ; and (2) the concurrent nature of the workflow, where all the forecast models (1 HRES + 51 ENS) run simultaneously writing data streams per I/O task per model, together with the PGEN for each of the forecast steps which reads accross all of these output streams, (3) the time-critical nature of the workflow, with a schedule service level agreement measured with resolution of minutes This data exchange between the data producers (forecast models) and the data consumers (product generation) is currently one of the pain points of the operational workflow. Ongoing studies for the upgrade to the next model resolution have encountered significant bottlenecks. One particular case for a resolution of HRES 5km and ENS 10km, we have obtained a time to solution of 5765s without model output, which increased 17% when model output was added (not withstanding the usage of asynchronous I/O servers). The striking fact is that this timing was further increased by 26% by having the consumers simultaneously access the dataset in the parallel filesystem. The data production (HRES and ENS runs) was slower because the data consumers were active, even though they are completely independent parallel runs. There is some evidence this is caused by contention in the data movers, with read requests for recent data throttling the write request for new data.
To compound this I/O challenge and frame this problem for the Exascale era, we need to understand these figures are aggravated with an average yearly compound growth of 40% to 45% of data sizes. Putting this into context, in 1995 the operational weather forecast produced 14 TiB yearly, whereas it currently produces roughly 75 TiB daily. This growth rate is a direct function of the computational power available, and the relentless increase in model resolution, probabilistic ensembles and ever increasing complex physical models. The ambition is to continue this rate of progression, leading to Exascale numerical weather prediction [18] .
To mitigate these I/O challenges, the FDB was redesigned to support storing its fields and its indexing meta-data to different storage back-ends. To continue supporting the current functionality we implemented a POSIX file-system back-end. In addition, to make use of the byte addressable non-volatile memory we implemented a back-end using PMDK. However, because each NVDIMM is only accessible from its compute node, the FDB was also further extended with a remote distributed front-end, based on a linearly scalable Rendezvous distributed hash table [35] , which handles the dispatching of requests over the fabric between the nodes holding the storage and thus unifies them under a single FDB object store. All this work is explained in full detail in [34] and [33] . In section 5.2 we will demonstrate how this new FDB software (version 5), designed for the new DCPMM hardware (using App Direct), tackles the I/O bottleneck between the weather forecast data producers and data consumers by minimizing contention.
STREAM benchmark
The STREAM benchmark [30] is a synthetic application designed to measure the achievable memory bandwidth of a given processor or compute node. To evaluate memory bandwidth it measures the time taken for each of four common mathematical operations (copy, Figure 1 : Simplified view of workflow dependencies between IFS HRES and ENS data producing jobs (blue) and the PGEN data consumer jobs (green). When a model output step is completed an event triggers the start up of PGEN (black arrows). The event manager interaction isn't shown. In the example, the PGEN jobs for ENS output are triggered from the straggler job, which initially is ENS 2 but then becomes ENS 1. Note that final PGEN jobs may overrun the model, as shown by the bottom PGEN ENS job. For simplicity we have omitted most steps and shown only 3 out of 51 ensembles.
scale, norm and triad) using up to three data arrays (a, b, c) and a single scalar variable (α). Operations are performed as a loop over elements in the arrays, with each array of equal size, preferably four times as big as the last level of cache in the hardware the benchmark is being run on.
For this paper we have used the standard STREAM benchmark to evaluate DRAM and DCPMM Memory mode performance as well as creating a new version of the STREAM benchmark that directly targets App Direct mode (more details in Section 5.3). This allows us to explore the achievable performance of DCPMM, and the overheads the different modes or ways of exploiting the memory may impose.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we first give an overview of the system that was used for testing and then describe the tools used to support the analysis of DCPMM performance.
Prototype test system
The prototype test system consists of 34 1U dual-socket Intel Xeon (Cascade Lake generation) compute nodes that are built around a new motherboard designed specifically for the DCPMM memory which uses Intel's 3D XPoint technology. The compute nodes are supported by two login nodes, a boot node, a service node and two disk storage nodes. All nodes use the same motherboard and processor type, but vary in the amount of memory and number of processors; all the compute nodes have the same configuration.
Each processor is an Intel Xeon 8260M with 24 cores (with a maximum of 48 hardware threads) and a base frequency of 2.4GHz. Hyperthreading is enabled on the system. Each compute node consists of two processors and 192GB of DDR4 RAM (12x16GB DIMMs) accompanied by 3,072GB of DCPMM memory (12x256GB DIMMs). The total DCPMM capacity of the system is 102TB, in addition to 6.5TB of DDR4 DRAM. The Intel Omni-Path high-speed interconnect, with 100Gbps port speed, was used to connect the compute nodes in a redundantly connected fabric providing 200Gbps per direction to other nodes. Each Omni-Path switch supports a maximum switching capacity of 9.6Tbps. An Omni-Path to Infiniband Gateway node has also been developed but was not used in this work. The disk storage nodes provide access to a 270TB Lustre filesystem. The system software consists of Linux CentOS 7.5, SLURM for job scheduling, Intel's ipmctl tool to manage the DCPMM modules (see Section 2.4), the ndctl [9] software to manage namespaces and the Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) set of libraries and tools. The Intel 19 compiler suite, MPI and MKL libraries are also available on the prototype and were used to build the applications for this study.
Performance tools
For our performance evaluation we make use of the performance tools Score-P [26] and Vampir [25] . These two tools support the recording and processing of application-oriented performance metrics like computational intensity or communication overhead in the context of software modules, functions, or loops. At the same time, system performance metrics such as memory, energy, or scheduling demands can be recorded accordingly to distinguish between internal and external causes. The tools workflow is organized as follows: Score-P is attached to an application and records selected performance metrics; Vampir then translates the recorded data to performance profiles and timelines for interactive graphical inspection and deduction.
The focus of this paper is primarily on studying memory and I/O performance, as well as energy consumption, effects resulting from the use of DCPMM. We configure the data pre-selection and filtering capabilities of Score-P to record representative function invocations in combination with energy (RAPL counters), I/O, memory allocation (rusage and malloc/free metrics), and memory access counters (PAPI counters). Combining this data with low overhead application sampling enables us to understand performance effects as they happen. Overall, we achieve low application perturbation with an overall measurement overhead less then two percent. We achieve this low overhead by measuring at an average rate of 4 kHz per thread. For example, for the CASTEP performance analysis (see Section 3.1), timing data was collected for 307 dominant functions out of 641.
Measuring energy and power consumption using system tools
The SLURM resource manager provides the sacct [12] feature, which keeps track of accounting data for all jobs inside a database. One of the data points that is collected is "ConsumedEnergy" -SLURM uses RAPL counters to get the energy consumed by the CPU and the memory, broken down by the node that made up a job. A second system-level method, which can also report the total power consumption of an node rather than only CPU and memory, uses the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI [1] ) through Fujitsu's integrated Remote Management Controller (iRMC), taking a power reading every minute.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the subsequent sections we present results for the two applications, and STREAM, comparing their performance on the system with and without using DCPMM. In App Direct mode, DCPMM is not used unless it is explicitly exploited, and as such running an application without support for DCPMM means the system presents itself like a standard DRAM-only platform. This allows for a clean evaluation of the impact of DCPMM on the applications.
CASTEP
In the paragraphs below, we analyse the impact of expanding the usable memory capacity available to CASTEP through DCPMM. We are using the performance analysis tools on the small TiN test case only. The small TiN case fully fits into DRAM or DCPMM on a single identical node and it therefore allows us to study the application's pure memory performance without any performance effects resulting from the system interconnect or the memory to CPU mapping, which cannot be avoided for the DNA input data set. Table 3 compares key performance characteristics, such as runtime, Cycles per Instruction (CPI), stalls and loads from DCPMM.
TiN -DRAM only baseline.
As the TiN test case is small we limit our experiments to be within a single node. For the single socket experiments we pin the MPI processes to the cores on socket 0 using the I_MPI_PIN_PROCESSOR_LIST environment variable. The baseline results we observe are 435.57s using socket 0 only, and 193.63s using the full node. Figure 2 shows profile information over time of the run on socket 0 with DRAM only (white background) to be used as reference. The most dominant function is hamiltonian_diogonalise_ks() (highlighted in green), which consumes 67% of the total run time and varies between four and six seconds per call. As expected, there are no loads from DCPMM in this setup. The memory high watermark for the TiN test case is 18.658GB, well within DRAM capacity, which is important for our experiment in Memory mode below.
TiN -App
Direct mode with libvmmalloc. The TiN test case is small enough to easily fit into DRAM, however as mentioned earlier we use this example to demonstrate the functionality and the performance implications of using NVRAM in different configurations. As described in Section 2.3, libvmmalloc allows applications to use NVRAM without any implementation changes, and without the need to reboot compute nodes into Memory mode. It simply requires setting the size of the non-volatile memory pool (in bytes and per MPI process) and the location of the pool using the environment variables VMMALLOC_POOL_SIZE and VMMALLOC_POOL_DIR.
The path to the non-volatile memory pool must point to a directory that is created in either /mnt/pmem_fsdax0, the DCPMMs located next to socket 0, or /mnt/pmem_fsdax1, located next to socket 1 1 .
Once the environment variables have been set, the libvmmalloc library can be preloaded using LD_PRELOAD and the application can be launched as normal. We test three different scenarios:
(1) Executing the application on socket 0, we place the data onto the DCPMM next to socket 0; (2) Keeping the application on socket 0, we now place the data onto the "remote" DCPMM next to socket 1 to quantify the effect of bad data locality; (3) Using the full node and distributing the data to the local DCPMM according to the MPI process ranks (i.e. ranks below 24 will use the DCPMM on socket 0, ranks over 24 use the DCPMM on socket 1). Tables 3 and 4 show the performance achieved when using libvmmalloc and compare them with the baseline. For the single socket example, it can be seen that the CPI and stall cycles increase in line with the runtime. Please note that DRAM is not used for caching in this mode of operation. When ensuring good data locality, the performance difference between using DRAM only or using a combination of DRAM and NVRAM is small, on the order of 10%. However, when deliberately forcing poor data locality by placing the data away from the processing cores onto remote DCPMM, the performance (as expected) drops. The impact of the non-uniform memory access effect between sockets is around 30%, which is also reflected in the reported stall cycles.
It is worth noting that the amount of data that is allocated dynamically in this example is very small (1.011GB) -Fortran applications often do most of their memory allocation statically, and therefore using libvmmalloc means only a very small fraction of the data will end up being allocated on the DCPMM.
TiN -Memory mode.
In order to use CASTEP in Memory mode, the compute nodes have to be rebooted -however no changes need to be made to the application and it can be run as is, i.e. not even a recompilation is required. In Memory mode, all the data is placed in DCPMM by default and DRAM becomes the last level cache. The memory controller ensures that the data is placed in the DRAM cache if required. Comparing the performance of the TiN test case in Memory mode vs App Direct mode with libvmmalloc on a full node, Memory mode exhibits better performance despite only a small amount of data being allocated to DCPMM in App Direct mode. One of the reasons is most likely the lack of data caching when using libvmmalloc: in Memory mode, DRAM is the cache, and after the initial allocation on NVRAM the data will therefore primarily be written to or read from DRAM; this caching functionality however does not exist when using libvmmalloc and accesses to the data in DCPMM come at a greater cost because of increased memory latency. This is supported by the DCPMM load instruction values in Table 3 : the number is roughly halved for Memory mode, which means that the remainder of the data accesses is from DRAM (i.e. the cache). Having said that, it is surprising to detect that, running in Memory mode, CASTEP keeps accessing NVRAM throughout the entire application run at a small but relevant rate as depicted in the red graph at the bottom of Figure 2 . One might expect that an application that fully fits into DRAM cache to asymptotically perform like our reference run in DRAM (white background), however the two performance graphs (green and red) at the bottom of Figure 2 tell us otherwise. We observe a performance degradation of 8% in all calls to hamiltonian_diagonalise_ks(), which is in line with the DCPMM loads observable in Memory mode throughout the entire run with peaks at the beginning and towards the end of the computation.
DNA -DRAM only.
As DCPMM is not visible to the application in App Direct mode, only 192GB of DRAM can be allocated by default. The "Runtime" column in Table 1 shows the baseline performance that can be observed from the application when using the DNA test case. We only measure the first 3 iterations of the SCF loop as this gives us sufficient information to analyse the application from a performance analysis point of view; a fully convergent run requires more than 30 iterations. The best performance is achieved on 20 nodes; it is possible to run on only 18 nodes, however the runtime does increase significantly. For our further analysis of the application running in this mode, we focus on the 20 node performance as the baseline.
DNA -Memory mode.
We executed the DNA test case on 4 nodes in Memory mode. From a memory capacity point of view, the test case would fit into the NVRAM of only 1 node (see Table 5 ), however the runtime becomes prohibitively large for experiments that use fewer than 4 nodes. We therefore decided to allocate more nodes than strictly necessary and test a range of different process and thread configurations per node: 36 MPI processes; 24 MPI processes with 2 OpenMP threads per process; 48 MPI processes; and finally 48 MPI processes with 2 OpenMP threads per process, ensuring that the MPI processes are placed on the physical cores, while the OpenMP threads are put on the logical cores.
Compared to the baseline performances, a DNA simulation running in Memory mode on 4 nodes using 24 MPI processes with 2 OpenMP threads is 3.75x slower than 20 nodes of its equivalent configuration in App Direct mode, and 3x times slower when using 36 MPI per node, while in both cases using 5x fewer nodes. Using all 48 cores per node results in the marginally better runtime. A sensitivity analysis, where we reduced the number of MPI processes used per socket by 1 at a time, showed that even better runtimes can be achieved in Memory mode. We found the optimum to be 22 cores per socket, or 44 cores per node, which results in a runtime of 15,057.01s (6% faster than using 48 MPI processes per node), after which point the trend reverses. This implies that CASTEP benefits from the additional memory bandwidth it gains for a short while, however this gain is fairly quickly negated by the reduction in processes available for computation. Table 6 details the performance results for the different configurations. As can be seen from these results, for a very large test case Memory mode delivers better performance per node than App Direct mode.
DNA -App Direct mode with libvmmalloc
. Finally, we also tested the DNA simulation using libvmmalloc. As the volume of data that is dynamically allocated, and thus able to be intercepted by libvmmalloc, is negligible compared to the total, the impact on reducing the DRAM resource demands is insignificant. The usage case is therefore such that no gains are expected, however we add it here for completeness. The impact on the runtime is noticeable (in particular so when using more MPI processes per node) because of the lack of NVRAM data caching already described in Section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
Energy and power consumption.
In terms of their utilisation of compute resources (i.e. CPU-hours) being used, Memory mode is more efficient than App Direct mode -a 5x difference in the number of nodes used results in an approximately 3.5x difference in runtime. According to the energy and power consumption of the simulation as reported by SLURM's sacct, Memory mode can draw more or less power than App Direct mode, depending on the configuration (see Table 6 ). In terms of energy usage however, Memory mode is more efficient because of its relatively better performance, as outlined earlier. In order to better understand the power usage of the nodes, we measured the power consumption of the memory (both DRAM and DCPMM) while running STREAM using 48 OpenMP threads, this time using the perf [2] tool to measure power: p e r f s t a t −a −e power / energy −ram / − I 1 0 0 0
The total idle power draw for both the DRAM and DCPMM is ∼23W per node (see Table 7 ). Because DRAM and DCPMM share memory controllers, the values returned by the perf tool (or indeed sacct or RAPL) do not distinguish between the two. In order to measure the difference (i.e. a node with 12 DRAM and 12 DCPMM DIMMs versus a node with 12 DRAM DIMMs only) we physically removed the DCPMM from a node and measured the idle power. This measurement states that the 256GB DCPMM idle power is ∼12W per node, with DRAM accounting for the remaining ∼11W.
For DRAM, the difference between read and write power consumption is very small, with write operations typically drawing less power than reads. On DCPMM however the power consumption of writes can be up to 20W peak, whereas reads are closer to idle power. In Memory mode, DRAM acts as a write-back cache and thus covers writes to the DCPMM; as writes to DRAM are less power hungry than writes to DCPMM, and with reads being very power efficient, this accounts for the difference in the overall power draw. Although there are no performance gains in real terms of time to solution, the benefits lie in the much more efficient use of the resources that are available. It is possible to run the simulation on a smaller number of nodes while using more cores per node, rather than wasting processing capabilities to satisfy memory capacity requirements. A secondary effect of using DCPMM in Memory mode is a smaller overall energy footprint per iteration, not because of reduced power consumption per node (depending on the configuration this can be higher), but because fewer nodes are involved in the simulation and the application displays greater parallel efficiency. For three of the four Memory mode configurations, the total energy consumption reported for the DNA simulation in Table 6 is much reduced compared to the best App Direct configuration. It is worth noting that this measurement only takes into account CPUs and memory and not any other energy consumers such as the network, which can be seen to be a fixed cost per node. From a system throughput point of view, it also means fewer idle resources and more densely utilised compute nodes. Using libvmmalloc does not prove beneficial in this particular case, for two reasons: firstly, CASTEP does not use malloc-style dynamic memory allocation sufficiently to reduce the demands on DRAM to be able to reduce the number of nodes that are needed for the simulation; and secondly, the lack of DRAM-caching, which in Memory mode is dealt with by the memory controller, means that repeated data accesses to DCPMM limit overall performance.
IFS
To assess the effectiveness of this new architecture in tackling the challenges for the IFS case, we have taken to analyze the architecture's effect on the FDB object-store that holds the model output data from which data consumers (PGEN) generate the forecast products. In Section 5.2.1 we analyze the raw performance of the object store whereas in Section 5.2.2 we analyze the effect on a simplified workflow using App Direct mode. Note that due to the very recent access to the system, we have not been able to trouble shoot and optimize the FDB backend based on PMDK, for which reason we have refrained from analyzing its impact in this paper. The backend discussed here relies therefore on a local (fsdax) file-system mounted on the DCPMM devices.
FDB object-store performance.
We ran a series of tests as summarized in Table 8 , where we varied the number of object-store servers and the number of writing tasks. We have also varied the performance tests according to 2 characteristic field sizes (800KiB and 3.2MiB), to assess if the size of the objects matters in the object-store performance. This test case mimics the behaviour of a very large operational forecast with multiple ensembles, with burst behaviour following the time stepping procedure, including the instructions to flush data to persistent storage (which effectively act as barriers thus blocking progress). As a result the test is highly dependent on the application stack (and its bottlenecks) and the number of client tasks writing. We believe that driving this benchmark with application code is more realistic than simpler tests. and that the performance measured is much closer to what an operational application would expect to see from this architecture. The performance measure is an aggregate of taking all the data pushed into storage divided by the overall wall-clock time. Table 8 shows two sets of results with the distributed object store being driven with varying sized workloads, with different numbers of client and server processes. The object store is configured to distribute the data across the server nodes according to a Rendezvous hash. In one case the data is stored to the DCPMM devices along with all the relevant indexing information. In the second case the bulk data itself is discarded at the final write operation, and only the indexing information is written. The routing of the data across the network and through the software infrastructure is identical in both cases. This allows us to attribute performance to either I/O, and network and/or software.
We see that the performance obtained is strongly correlated with both the number of servers and also the number of clients driving the test by writing data. This suggests that there are significant bottlenecks in the application layer, restricting the ability of individual processes to push sufficient data to the servers.
The application issues flush requests to persist and consolidate the data indexes at regular intervals, coinciding with the completion of a forecast step. There is also the possibility that the network stack is playing a role, because the protocol is currently relying on IP over Omni-Path. Despite this, the FDB object store achieves a maximum of 40.17GiB/s of application level traffic over 32 server nodes.
When writing the data to the DCPMM devices is disabled (only indexes are updated), a small but consistent improvement in performance is observed, likely due to to the elimination of the (small) time taken to ensure that the data is persisted after each time step. Overall the performance of the two cases track each other. This demonstrates that the aggregated performance of this distributed object store on this platform is currently limited by the network connectivity and application software stack rather than the DCPMM devices. This is in significant contrast to all cases run using filesystems over HDD devices.
IFS workflow performance.
Given the size of the prototype (34 nodes), for this numerical weather forecast test case we had to significantly reduce the size of the forecast workflow, which usually requires many thousands of nodes to compute in an hour's schedule. We have thus chosen to run 6 model ensembles (ENS) for half a day of forecast (12 forecast hours) and the accompanying PGEN post-processing for each of those steps. We configured this to use either the FDB storage backend on Lustre or distributed over 32 nodes, each using a single DCPMM mount point because our capacity requirements we did not require more. The Lustre file system uses 6 OSTs and we striped large data files over all 6. We then compared run times between simply running the models, with all model output enabled but no data consumers active (no PGEN), to runs where the 12 PGEN consumers gradually execute as the data becomes available.
From the results presented in Table 9 we observe that running over Lustre the difference between running with and without data consumers is a small slowdown from 1793s to 1928s (9%). This is somewhat smaller than the 11% as observed at scale (see Section 3.2). We believe that the system is not large enough to generate weather forecast data of sizes and intensity that would trigger magnitude of contention observed in operational systems.
Using a distributed FDB over NVRAM allows us to run the IFS jobs about 10% faster (17% with data consumers) than using the Lustre backend and notably to run the PGEN jobs concurrently to the model without noticeable impact on its performance (in fact the timing with PGEN was shorter, but under the run-time variability). It is important to underline that this eliminates the majority of the overall impact of I/O on the runtime of the workload. It is also worth noting that in this case the distributed FDB servers are located on the same nodes as the IFS computation and PGEN tasks are running, and that the additional overhead and jitter introduced by this collocation does not add a noticeable overhead to the runtime.
STREAM: Memory Bandwidth
Our App Direct mode benchmark uses largely the same code as the standard STREAM benchmark, but replaces the initial memory allocation with a call to pmem_file_map and some memory offset calculations. After these modifications the only requirement is to add the necessary "data persist" instructions to the benchmark to ensure data is fully stored on the DCPMM hardware before benchmarking ends.
We benchmarked a range of process and thread configurations and chose the one that gave the best performance, namely 48 MPI processes per node, each with 1 OpenMP thread. STREAM collects the bandwidth achieved by each process on a node to calculate the total node bandwidth. We collect the minimum, maximum, and median bandwidth achieved for each operation to enable evaluation of the variation of achieved bandwidth across a number of runs. We used an array size of 19MB, requiring 2.7GB of memory across all processes. The benchmark was set to repeat 10 times (with the timings collected for the first iteration not used to calculate the achieved bandwidth) and we ran each instance 5 times. The results for the Triad operation are presented in Table 10 .
The theoretical peak memory bandwidth of the nodes is around 210GB/s (given the processors and memory used in the system). We can see from Table 10 that we are achieving a good fraction of the peak bandwidth even for the more involved Triad operation. There is less than 10% performance variation between the minimum and maximum achieved bandwidths for those benchmarks and configurations. The App Direct memory bandwidth is much lower than the DRAM bandwidth, but well within the advertised 3-10x performance difference between DRAM and DCPMM.
For this benchmark size, the Memory mode performance is very close to the DRAM performance and equally consistent. However this is a very small test case for Memory Mode and it violates the STREAM benchmark guideline that the array size should be at least 4x the size of the sum of all the last-level caches used in the run. Given that DRAM is used as the last-level cache for Memory mode, STREAM also needs to be tested with much larger array sizes for this configuration in order to get a complete performance picture. We re-ran the benchmark in Memory mode with an array size of 4GB per process (giving a total memory size for the benchmark of 768GB). For this configuration, STREAM achieved 12GB/s for the Triad operation with the same level of variation between minimum and maximum performance as seen before. This is a significant difference to the 146GB/s achieved in Memory mode for the smaller size, or even when accessing DCPMM directly (32GB/s), however it is to be expected: for sufficiently large problems, STREAM is designed to bypass the cache (which Memory mode relies on for performance) entirely. For this problem each memory access will result in a DRAM miss, which does not happen when using DCPMM directly, making this a pathologically bad case for Memory mode.
RELATED WORK
Although Intel Optane DCPMM was only launched as a product very recently, research into how to overcome memory limitations and how to accelerate I/O performance has been a topic of interest for several years. Almost a decade ago, Caulfield et al [16] discussed the potential impact of non-volatile memory technologies on both memory-centric and I/O intensive HPC applications, looking at NVRAM as an alternative to using large amounts of DRAM and or SSDs. Rudoff [32] also discusses the expected benefits of persistent memory for HPC use cases, but also describes the challenges that must be overcome, in terms of system software support, in order to make the technology useful for as broad a range of applications as possible. In [24] , Kim and Bahn propose an architecture designed to [20] present an object store called Phoenix, specifically for persistent objects, designed to overcome the bandwidth differences between DRAM main memory and NVRAM -this is particularly relevant in a setting where (unlike with DCPMM) the memory spaces have to be managed separately. In [37] , the authors describe the potential benefit (in terms of time to solution and efficient use of compute resources) of using byte-addressable storage class memory in particular with a view to HPC workflows, i.e. in scenarios where applications are run in a producer-consumer setting. The authors in [19] also address the topic of HPC workflows and introduce NVStream, a user-level data management system for producer-consumer applications that exploits the byte-addressable and persistent nature of NVRAM to enable streamed I/O for scientific workflows.
CONCLUSIONS
DCPMM is a new memory technology that, as a concept at the very least, has the potential to be highly disruptive to the status quo of the HPC landscape. The opportunities that are offered by the combination of capacity, byte-addressability, latency and persistence are vast and need to be explored very carefully. In its most easy to use form, Memory mode, DCPMM does not make use of the persistent nature of the 3D XPoint technology, but simply expands the available memory capacity of a system. This setup can deliver excellent performance for sufficiently large workloads, while not necessitating any changes to the application. As shown earlier, NUMA effects however do have the potential to impact performance considerably, and data locality must therefore be dealt with carefully through process pinning and local placement of data objects. Using DRAM effectively for caching is also a key requirement for achieving good performance in Memory mode. Unlike Memory mode, App Direct mode requires intervention, either by the system software (such as libvmmalloc) or by the application developers, to enable direct access to DCPMM (as described for IFS in the paper). To be able to benefit from libvmmalloc, three requirements should be met: the application must be limited by the DRAM capacity offered in App Direct mode; it should use a large proportion of dynamic memory allocations that can be intercepted by the library; and it must not be sensitive to the increased latency that DCPMM shows without the benefit of DRAM caching. In order to extract the most performance from DCPMM, applications should be modified to use the memory directly through load and store operations in App Direct mode. This scenario is the most invasive and complex to realise in terms of the changes that are required, however as demonstrated in this paper, this level of investment can pay off with considerable performance gains, such as effectively negating the impact of I/O on an application's overall performance.
